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BACKGROUND and METHODOLOGY
Why this project?

In recent years, there have been many excellent moves to enhance our ministry amongst young
Catholics. In local parishes and schools, volunteers and paid staff are working 1relessly to encourage
young people to explore their faith in accessible and meaningful ways. Diocesan youth services,
retreat centres, movements and organisa1ons seek to complement this sterling work, providing
resources, training, larger-scale experiences and specific charisms which are so necessary for
adventurous young people. At a na1onal level, these diocesan and organisa1on
representa1ves have been developing fresh ways of working collabora1vely, with the launch
of the Catholic Youth Ministry Federa1on (CYMFed) in 2009.
One of the key aims of CYMFed is to develop and strengthen the direc1on for Catholic
youth ministry in England and Wales. In order to set a direc1on for our journey, we
need to pause for a moment and get our bearings – to map the terrain of the world
our young people inhabit. This research into the lives of young Catholics is a crucial
element in enabling the whole Church to prayerfully consider its understanding of
how we minister amongst young people.

How to read the research
This document is a summary report of the key trends to emerge from a thorough
research project conducted with a thousand young people. It is accompanied by an
applica1on process which can be used to examine the implica1ons of some of these
trends in your local context. It will also be followed by a comprehensive document – due
for publica1on in Autumn 2010 – which will unpack the sta1s1cs in more detail, as well as
highligh1ng other valuable sources of background informa1on and comparisons with na1onal
and other denomina1onal sta1s1cs where appropriate.
The research project was led by a team of youth ministry professionals, including representa1ves
from YCW, CAFOD, NYMO and the wider CYMFed body. This team commissioned the respected
research agency ‘nfpSynergy’ to undertake the research and to independently recruit those who
accurately represented the broadest range of Catholic young people; a geographical spread around
England and Wales, from rural, suburban and urban se3ngs, and reflec1ng a balance of gender and
ethnicity propor1onate to the wider Catholic popula1on. Three phases of the project were
undertaken between June and August 2009:
• In-depth focus groups were conducted in the north and the south of the country, with a total
of sixteen 15-19 year olds who iden1fied themselves as Roman Catholics (although they had
differing levels of engagement with their faith)
• 16 different young people aged 15-19 were interviewed in pairs (again, with a variety of
engagement levels, although all the paired partners had a similar outlook on faith)
• These two in-depth ‘qualita1ve’ phases of research enabled the research group to reflect on
the language and ques1ons that would be used to gather substan1al sta1s1cal informa1on
through the third phase of the project, where 1,000 11-25 year olds answered an anonymous
online survey inves1ga1ng their opinions, thoughts and preferences on a wide range of issuebased and faith-based topics.1
Those interviewed in the first phases and the largest group of survey respondents fell within the 1519 year old age range. This was inten1onal (as it allows us to focus in more closely on a common age
group), but within the survey results, there has been sta1s1cal adjustment to compensate for this age
skew. Finally, it is important to emphasise that all par1cipants were given the opportunity to express
that they definitely did not wish to have anything to do with church or religion, in which case they
removed themselves from the research process.
In short, we can be confident that the sta1s1cal results convey a reliable set of experiences and
opinions, gathered from a representa1ve mix of young people throughout England and Wales.
The analysis presented in this summary report is derived from this survey phase of the research, although where aspects are reflected by some of the comments
made in the interviews, these will be used to highlight the point.
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Who is a young Catholic?

The RESEARCH

All 1,000 of the survey par1cipants either described themselves as Roman Catholic from a list in the
first instance (62%), or, having been unsure or unwilling to use the term – said that they came from
a Catholic family or a2end(ed) a Catholic school (38%). The process inten1onally included those ‘on
the edges’ who didn’t immediately self-iden1fy as Roman Catholic. This ensured that the research
monitored those young Catholics whose opinion about faith was in flux. It also ensured that
we gathered data from those who have a Catholic heritage but choose not to describe
Affirming
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the book but I wouldn’t go around saying I’m a Catholic but the views I have are Catholic
definitely. The views I have on life and all that is definitely Catholic.” (Male, 18, London)

If Catholicity were measured by prac1ce, there seems to be some distance between the percep1on
of what faith should look like and the lived reality and experience amongst our young people. 54%
of 15-25 year olds who described themselves as Catholic said that it was important for a Catholic to
go to Mass regularly. 37% of the same group said that they a2ended Mass or other religious service
monthly or more regularly (although experience might encourage us to expect a degree of overgenerous projec1on within their answering).3 But when asked about their own a3tudes, less than
1 in 5 felt that going to Mass regularly was important for them personally.4
‘Believing in God’ was considered the most important aspect of being a Catholic by the group, with
around eight out of ten ranking this as ‘important’ or ‘very important’.5 But when we asked about
the nature of their belief in God, the results were much more diverse. The survey par1cipants were
asked to select the closest statement to their personal belief from a range of: ‘God created the world
and is involved in what happens to the world now’; ‘God created the world but is not involved in the
world today’; ‘I believe in a higher spiritual power but not a personal god’; ‘I am not sure whether or
not I believe in God or a higher spiritual power’; and ‘I don't believe in God or any higher spiritual
power’.
Only 35% of self-iden1fying Catholics aged 15-25 affirmed an orthodox belief in a personally involved
God.6 Another one in ten believed in a crea1ve – but not personal – God. 19% believed in a higher
power and nearly three in ten of these young Catholics said they were unsure. 7% denied any existence
of God or a higher power altogether. Affirming belief in God as vital, many young Catholics are seeking
to discover exactly what ‘their God/god’ looks like, whilst others are inves1ga1ng a range of answers
from the typically orthodox at one end of the spectrum to denial of God’s existence at the other.

In this report, where the dis'nc'on between these ‘non-iden'fiers’ and ‘self-iden'fiers’ significantly impacts a sta's'c, the results will be presented separately.
If we include the whole survey group, including the younger par'cipants and those who didn’t self-iden'fy as Catholic, the overall propor'on is 29%.
4
16% of self-iden'fying Catholics aged 15-25 felt that going to Mass was important to them personally.
5
82% of the survey group answered ‘important’ or ‘very important’.
6
If we include those who didn’t self-iden'fy as Catholic, this propor'on drops further to 22% of the whole survey group.
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When considering these sta1s1cs, it is important to grasp the 1reless ability of young people to hold
conflic1ng principles in tension. For many of them, it is simply not incongruous to call themselves
Catholic, insist on par1cular elements of prac1ce or belief to reflect a truly Catholic iden1ty, yet avoid
personally prac1cing their faith or building an internally coherent framework of beliefs. For some, a
young Catholic may well be iden1fied by a2endance at church; for others it may be something to do
with the beliefs they hold. Some regard themselves as Catholic because of their family background,
others demonstrate a Catholic faith in how they approach life and belief, yet would be hesitant
to describe themselves as Catholic. All those who work with Catholic young people can
All
frui0ully reflect on how they reach out to such a diverse range of young people without
those who
solely providing one convenient model or ‘habit’ of ministry. The applica1on process
work with
accompanying this document helps unpack these layers of iden1ty further by using a
Catholic young
series of ‘types’ to examine the interconnec1ng aspects of Catholic belief, prac1ce
people can frui0ully
and a3tude.
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reach out to such a
diverse range of young
people without solely
providing one
convenient model or
‘habit’ of ministry.

A wide range of ques1ons were asked of our par1cipants in both the interview and
survey stages of the research. In many ways, their experience of the world around
them mirrors that of young people across the board. Educa1on and family life play
an unques1onably significant role for those of school age, while older young people
con1nue to view family and friendship networks as important as they develop into
adulthood.7 They are concerned about the injus1ces that they see in the world around
them, and will typically get involved with suppor1ng good causes. Like the general youth
popula1on, they more readily take ac1on in ways that cost li2le 1me or energy, with only
one in five having volunteered to help in the local community in the past year, while 70% had
given money to charity and 53% had sponsored somebody else in a charity event.

Stress is a key factor in the lives of young Catholics. Half of the young people surveyed
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people feel to find
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fiscal instability, but we shouldn’t lose sight of the fact that stress is genuinely felt
set a challenge for the
and has an impact, whether the root cause of the stress is a perceived or real
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“As you move towards the exam results you worry and you’re thinking what if it all
in their partnerships
goes
wrong and you’re going to have to re-take the year or something so I know
with young
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being able to afford certain things.” (Female, 18, Birmingham)

The surveyed young people feel strongly that the way adults perceive them is seriously
inaccurate. Of the 1,000 respondents, around 1 in 3 (34%) agreed strongly with the idea that
older people o!en misjudge younger people, and a further 1 in 2 agreed slightly with this.10 This
is par1cularly pronounced among 15-19 year olds, of whom 90% agreed that adults o!en misjudge
young people. Addi1onally, 3 out of 4 15-19 year olds agreed that stories about young people in the
media are always nega1ve. These sta1s1cs demonstrate the struggle that young people feel to find
acceptance within the wider community, and set a challenge for the wider Church family to become
increasingly open and transparent in their partnerships with young Catholics. In this way, the Church
can take on a prophe1c role in society, providing a safe space for young people to ques1on and
explore life’s challenges.
When asked about their current life situa'on, respondents overwhelmingly agreed with the statements that they are valued by both friends (86%) and family (87%)
Contained within these groups, 23% worried about having enough money to buy things they want on a daily basis and 18% worried daily about having enough
money to live on.
9
In a survey for The Future Founda'on/nVision/nfpSynergy of 1,000 UK respondents aged 16+ in 2009, nearly 90% of respondents noted that they felt more at risk
from financial hardship or losing their job than in comparison to the past few years. In this sense, we can see a similar pa(ern emerge between adult and youth
concerns and stresses.
7
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Living out faith in the world
Having already seen that the survey group’s percep1ons of Catholic iden1ty are shi!ing and mul1layered, the results paint an increasingly complex picture when we consider the outworking of this
Catholic iden1ty within society. Considering the role of religions in general, 43% of those who iden1fy
themselves as Catholic felt that religions cause more harm than good,11 while 36% agreed that
people should keep their religious views to themselves to avoid hur1ng other people’s feelings.
86% agreed that it is OK to explain their religion to another person – in drama1c contrast to
In an
the 22% who in any way approve of somebody trying to convert another person to his or
increasingly
her religion. In an increasingly globalised society, these results may demonstrate a
globalised
willingness to engage in dialogue and a deeper awareness of otherness, but equally
society, these
may reveal a fear of dis1nc1veness and a dislike for absolute ‘rights and wrongs’.
results may
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The young people who took part in the research held a range of views about the
church itself. Asked to a2ribute five adjec1ves to the Catholic Church from a given
list of forty-three, 83% of the survey respondents selected at least one word from the
cluster: ‘authorita1ve, boring, cau1ous, conserva1ve, established, exclusive,
tradi1onal’. Interes1ngly, the next most popular cluster (with 59% choosing at least
one word) was ‘heroic, bold/direct, independent, campaigning, outspoken,
challenging, passionate’. These contras1ng sets may exemplify the dual percep1on of
‘church’ on a local and ins1tu1onal level – a point picked up in the personal interviews,
with a number of the young people affirming that they would be likely to listen to their
local parish priest as a trusted authority on issues of poverty, but also raising strong
concerns about the wealth of the Catholic Church as a whole.

37% of self iden1fying Catholics aged 15-25 said that they a2end Mass or other religious
Thinking
services on a regular basis (at least monthly),12 17% said they never went, and the
carefully
remainder would a2end occasionally (a few 1mes a year). Tracking 15-25 year olds
about our
across the whole survey (including those who might not call themselves Catholic),
language and
the results demonstrate that those who a2ended Mass on a regular basis were
facilita1ng moments
also more likely to have iden1fied a spiritual experience in their lives, and were
for spiritual encounter
much more likely to use words from the Chris1an tradi1on to describe this
could help some of
experience. 28% of this group described an experience of ‘being forgiven by God’
these seekers begin to
associate their spiritual
and 25% ‘an awareness of the Holy Spirit’, whereas only 7% and 3% respec1vely
experiences with a
of those who said they never a2end would use these descrip1ons. However,
dynamic and living
spirituality is certainly not off limits for those who never a2end Mass, or do so
Catholic faith.
only occasionally – 52% iden1fied that they have had some sort of spiritual
experience from a wide-ranging list. The ways in which they described these
experiences, however, would be less theis1c – ‘something spooky or supernatural’
(20%), ‘a sense of being part of something bigger’ (18%), ‘a feeling that you are at
one with nature and the universe’ (17%). Thinking carefully about our language and
facilita1ng moments for spiritual encounter could help some of these seekers begin to
associate their spiritual experiences with a dynamic and living Catholic faith.

Looking to the future
Across the whole 11-25 group, most feel hopeful about their individual futures – 1 in 4 feels this way
on a daily basis, with a further 64% feeling this way either weekly or monthly. Only 3% responded that
they never feel hopeful about the future. Asked to ar1culate their life aspira1ons, the overwhelming
majority of self-iden1fying Catholics expressed the desire ‘to be happy’ as one of their top three
goals (72%), with ‘to be married or have a partner’ (38%) and ‘to have close friends’ (36%) the next
Only 4% overall disagreed (i.e. they believe adults rarely misjudge young people)
Some of this distaste for religious belief may stem from the term ‘religion’ itself, which was inten'onally chosen as a word which implied dis'nc'veness - as
opposed to ‘faith’ which can become synonymous with a universally-held spiritual awareness.
12
17% of all self-iden'fying Catholics said that they a(ended on at least a weekly basis. Across the whole survey group, 29% say that they a(end at least monthly,
including 12% who say that they a(end on a weekly basis.
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most chosen aspira1ons. Aside from happiness, young Catholics tended to rank tangible goals (such
as ‘to have a lot of money’ or ‘to have an important job’) higher – with ‘to help others’ (12%) and ‘to
be the person God wants me to be’ (10%) towards the bo2om of the ranking. Happiness, it seems,
is the touchstone for young people – which may provide a significant challenge in communica1ng our
faith which holds a suffering God as one of its central themes.
Measuring these aspira1ons against what these self-iden1fying Catholics expect to achieve,
Happiness,
we see an interes1ng shi! amongst the group, with 80% expec1ng that they will help
it
seems,
is the
others in the future either ‘definitely’ or ‘probably’. Although some of this expecta1on
touchstone for
may stem from a desire for social desirability (even in an anonymous survey), similar
young people –
ideas emerged in the interviews, where par1cipants seemed to see volunteering or
which may provide a
suppor1ng chari1es as something they would do as adults. Whereas only 20% of the
significant
challenge in
1,000 young people had volunteered in the past 12 months, double this number said
communica1ng
our
they expect to do more volunteering in the future. How effec1vely we build a culture
faith
which
holds
a
of engagement for our young people, with the help of volunteering organisa1ons
suffering
God
as
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and social ac1on ini1a1ves, will determine whether these expecta1ons bear fruit in
its central themes.
the longer term.
A striking point throughout the survey results is a strong age-related pa2ern amongst
those who call themselves Catholic. 11-14 year olds almost universally demonstrate a
stronger commitment to orthodox Catholic beliefs and prac1ces than their older
counterparts.13 Any no1on that young Catholics across the board will remain engaged
un1l they become young adults and discover a world of other possibili1es is no longer valid
– their ques1oning and decision-making is taking place while they are younger teenagers.
For instance, 57% of 11-14’s expressed belief in a creator God who is involved in the world,
How
which drops to 36% of 15-19’s and 34% of 20-25’s. 64% of 11-14’s a2ended Mass
effec1vely
regularly, whereas only 42% of 15-19’s and 32% of 20-25’s did likewise. These figures
we build a
may demonstrate a 1me of adolescent ques1oning amongst the mid-range young
culture of
people we surveyed, and perhaps they are not having their ques1ons adequately
engagement for
answered? What is clear, however, is that this ‘dilu1ng’ of core Catholic concepts
our young people,
amongst those who consider themselves Catholic doesn’t automa1cally remedy
with the help of
itself. Instead of rediscovering deeper and more profound perspec1ves on faith,
volunteering
the young adults (20-25) in the survey tend to s1ck with their adolescent views,
organisa1ons and
or
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Those young adults who do remain connected through this difficult transi1on,
however, vocalise a deeper engagement with their faith – 22% of 20-25’s who
a2end Mass regularly expressed ‘being the person who God wants me to be’ as one
of their top aspira1ons, as opposed to 15% of 15-19 year olds. Likewise, 33% of the
older group said that they pray daily and 39% read the Bible weekly, whereas for the
younger group, 21% pray daily and 26% read the Bible weekly. Our challenge is to forge
new pathways for young Catholics as they walk on their spiritual journey through their
teenage years, in order that they too can begin to develop a mature spirituality into their
adulthood.
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It should be noted that 11-14’s may also be more likely to say what they think adults would like them to say and have been taught to say.

GAINING OUR BEARINGS
Gaining our bearings
This document has summarised some of the key findings to emerge from the research project. We
have considered the shi!ing nature of Catholic iden1ty which demonstrates the ability of young
people to hold disparate and occasionally contradictory no1ons as simultaneously valid. We have
seen the alarming amount of stress and misunderstanding felt by young people, and noted the
challenge for the wider Church community in responding to this. Many young Catholics have
iden1fied a sense of the spiritual, but may not be fluent to ar1culate this in Chris1an
language – and language is increasingly important for a genera1on comfortable with
the no1on of explaining faith to others. And we have seen that as they look to the
future, young Catholics expect to get more involved with social ac1on than they are
Instead of
currently, but simultaneously their commitment to mainstream Catholic concepts
rediscovering deeper
and prac1ce might be expected to diminish. There are, of course, many other areas
and more profound
which we have not been able to share in this summary format, but which will be
perspec1ves on faith,
unpacked in greater detail in the comprehensive version.
the young adults (2025) in the survey tend
to s1ck with their
adolescent views, or
con1nue to find
them increasingly
diluted.

For now, it is vital that we pause for a moment in our ministry to consider the
implica1ons of this research – ensuring that we are heading in the right direc1on,
and reaching as many young people within the Catholic sphere as possible. If we are
to fully recognise the diversity of how young Catholics see the world and see their own
faith, we will need a variety of different pathways, harnessing a wide range of ministries,
messages, messengers and media. We will also need to have a commitment to con1nued
conversa1on, ensuring that all sec1ons of the wider Catholic community can take the
opportunity to reflect on their engagement in the mission of the Church to young people.

To assist in our reflec1on, this document is accompanied by a typology applica1on process, which will
help demonstrate the broad spectrum of belief and iden1ty amongst young Catholics in England and
Wales, and assist reflec1on on some of the key ques1ons posed by the research. This typology tool
can be used on an individual, parish, school, chaplaincy or diocesan level, and will help us rediscover
the breadth of our current challenge in sharing the good news with all people.
In Autumn 2010, alongside the more comprehensive version of this research, there will be a ‘vision
document’ developed by representa1ves of the Catholic Youth Ministry Federa1on together with
the Catholic Bishops’ Conference of England and Wales. This vision document, having reflected on the
research, will outline some of our responses, hopes and examples of best prac1ce in responding to
the challenges of ministering to and walking alongside young people in today’s world.
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